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Bombing Iran    
With North Korean extracting itself from its "rogue" status, Iran is essentially the 
only thing now officially justifying a missile-defense system in Central Europe. 

GM Milan Hejl of AMI Communications told Czech Radio that he could imagine 
support for the Czech radar station jumping to 80% within two weeks if Iran test-
ed a ballistic missile. At the same time, Nicolas Sarkozy indicated that an Iranian 
bomb would lead to the bombing of Iran. Indeed, reports out of Washington are 

gearing up for this. According to a Sunday Times article, the Pentagon has drawn 
up plans for massive air strikes that would take out the entire Iranian military. Pat 
Buchanan, a conservative commentator, expects neocon think tanks to roll out ana-
lytical support in Sept. for an attack on Iran. The Czech radar would take 4-5 years 
to put in place. It might be rendered useless if the U.S. attacks Iran before Jan. 2009.
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Glossary
to extract - to remove or take out; rogue nation - a term used mainly by the U.S. to denote a country that does not respect other states in its international actions; GM - general manager; AMI Communications - A public-relations agency hired by the Czech government to help inform the people about the radar base; to gear up for - to make preparations for; Sunday Times - click on the blue link to read the full article; to take out - to destroy, decimate; neocon - neoconservative, considered by some to be supportive of military action to achieve U.S. foreign-policy objectives; think tank - an institution devoted to providing political or economic advice; to roll out - to present in a timed, orderly fashion; to render - to make, to cause to become.


